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Financial  exclusion  is  a  global  phenomenon.  Every  country,
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Table 1: Growth of Financial Inclusion in India
Year Branches Deposit mobilized Credit penetration
(No) (in  billions) (in billions)
Period I ( 1997-2004)
1997 63550 5055.99 2844
1998 64218 5984.85 3299
1999 64939 7140.25 3824
2000 65412 8133.45 4601
2001 65919 9626.18 5384
2002 66190 11033.60 6561
2003 66535 12808.53 7560
2004 67188 15044.16 8804
CGR (%) 0.80 15.40 16.50
Period II ( 2005-2013)
2005 68365 17001.88 11525
2006 69866 21090.49 15139
2007 72261 26199.33 19470
2008 76256 31969.39 24170
2009 80217 38341.10 28477
2010 85518 44928.26 33452
2011 91156 52079.69 40756
2012 98597 59090.82 46119
2013 105753 67504.54 52605
CGR (%) 5.60 17.20 18.70
Note  :    CGR indicates   Compound Growth Rates
































(b) Growth of Financial Inclusion in Karnataka
In Karnataka too, series of steps are being taken to expand banking
networks in rural and semi-urban places to provide adequate banking
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Table 2: Growth of Financial Inclusion in Karnataka
Year Branches Deposit mobilized Credit penetration
(No) (in  billions) (in billions)
Period I ( 1997-2004)
1997 4509 26357 18842
1998 4572 31882 21752
1999 4658 37786 24405
2000 4710 45809 27949
2001 4737 55592 32984
2002 4776 63643 38028
2003 4815 79956 49156
2004 4834 93046 58519
CGR (%) 1.02 18.10 16.10
Period II ( 2005-2013)
2005 4948 109417 81106
2006 4962 106670 85714
2007 5099 130749 107724
2008 5280 163924 131500
2009 5504 156759 171808
2010 6975 274752 213983
2011 7268 336683 255983
2012 7885 402159 299889
2013 8430 458925 344870
CGR (%) 7.50 20.20 19.60
Note : CGR indicate Compound Growth Rates
Rupa.K.N,  Uma  H.R.
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Table 3: Impact on Economic Condition of Respondents After Financial Inclusion
Response Physical Owning of Live stock Electronic Vehicles
assets land goods
Affirmative 78 59 55 60 36
Non- Affirmative 22 41 45 40 64
Chi-Sq = 36.737**, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.000
Rupa.K.N,  Uma  H.R.













Table 4: Impact on Social Condition of Respondents After Financial Inclusion
Response Education Health Confidence Skills and Risk Nutritional
Expenditure access level Empowerment management status
Affirmative 37 56 64 58 57 57
Non- Affirmative 63 44 36 42 43 43
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